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as the wretch of whom ’tis said
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tion with which he was unacquainted. replace that which had been ravished Rash
immense crowd. Euphony, scarce able
The
queen
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Proclamation
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he
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to support herself followed close after
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imperial
queen
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all
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attributing
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Sophronimus, who moved forward,
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e’en to him would bend her charms,
rassment to respect, endeavoured to re Greece, that the most beautiful maid of Who
bearing the veiled statue. With mod
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
'
when fie thought he grasp’d the prize, esty he placed it on the altar—be fear
iat
«said
i
lieve him by the kindest language. Miletus, and four talents of gold, should That
1
but a cloud within his arms !
“ Show us,” said he “ your most beauti be the reward of the sculptor who Held
ed not—the statue stood erect. He
.
such is my sad fate alas !
ful statue; every body speaks largely might fulfil the demand of the oracle. And
then unveiled it, and the multitude be
""WeItTHje OF VENUS.
'
of your genius.” “ Alas 1” cried he, Many celebrated artists arrived with This
pain not e’en with life will pass;
held the features of Euphony. It was
A GRECIAN STORY.
“I did once dare to form a Venus; the works of their genius, and exposed jFor if his soul Can never die;
she, it was his mistress, whom the en
Sophronimus was born in Thebes.— which to this day I have been proud them to the public gaze» The rnagis- Sure
;
love would spurn mortality !
amoured sculptor had selected for the
His father of an ancient Corinthian fam of; but I well see that now it might be trates and the people beheld them, and
The voice had hardly ceased, when model of his Venus. The image of
ily, had come to establish himself in mended.” So saying, he set his Venus wondered ; but as soon as a statue was recognizing
,
Sophronimus, she fell sense Euphony was so deeply fixed in his
the capital of Beotia. He died there ; before them, and cast his eyes timidly placed upon the altar it was thrown less to the ground. At the noise he heart, that far from her, even in his
his wife soon followed him to the grave ; on Euphony. She had comprehended by some supernatural power from the ,started—he beheld her-—he grasped solitary isle he had not been able to
and Somphronimus, at twelve years of his words, and she now stood as though consecrated place.—-The Milesians in her in his arms—he gazed ! he could forget the original ; and in striking out
age, found himself destitute of parents, she was absorbed with the statue—she dispair, now began to mourn bitterly not believe his happiness ; he bore her this resemblance, he had fulfilled the
of fortune, and of protection. Amid all was thinking of the sculptor* Aristaeus, the loss of Sophronimus. They de to the bank, and a dash of water upon conditions oftheoracle which demanded
his deprivations, his regret was confi having expressed his admiration of his manded, with a unanimous voice, that her beautiful countenance revived her. a statue beautiful as the goddess herself.
ned to the loss of his father and moth production, left Sophronimus with a dilligent search shoufo be made for him. He was on his knees before her. “ Art
Venus propitiated, and not jeualos^
administrator
o-,l 1 1 er ; for whole days, the poor boy would promise that his visit should be repeat Aristaeus himself felt interested in col thou Euphony, or some divinity ?” ex accepted the offering, and through the
", late of
Alfred, ins»"
go and weep upon their tombs, and ed. Euphony quitted him with a gra lecting information c- mcerning the Cre claimed he. “ I am the daughter of medium of her immortal sire; bore
then return to his meals, which a priest cious acknowledgement, and the poor | tan vessel, on board ^X.^hich the unfor Aristaeus,” answered she, faintly; “ my j witness that the oracle was fulfilled.
Of said deceased for ar
r license to sell sb mW
of Minerva gave him for charity» One Thebanf after she was gone, perceived, tunate exile had**“ embarked. He cal father is in danger; you alone cmi The people sent forth cries of joy ;
^sed asmaybe 3
day, when the unhappy orphan had for the first’time, that he was left alone culated periods and days; he even save him.” “ What—speak !” cried they surrounded Sophronimus, and with
f.dcbt3andiLidentZ
sent to Crete, where he learnt that the he, in transport “ how can it be done ? transport called on him to claim his re
l t the said Administrator J ' lost himself in the streets of the city, he in his house.
-entered the workshop of the celebrated
ship, with all on bbard, had perished my life is his—is your’s.”
That
evening
he
read
no
Homer
ward. “Release Aristaeus, “cried he,
• ekrejSted’ by caus'0£ a
Praxiteles.—He is suddenly transport Euphony was his continual vision. In under the heights of the isle of Naxos.
u and I am amply rewarded.” They
lshed three weeks success!
Euphony
told
him
what
service
he
^. Pnntedat Kcn2
ed on beholding such master pieces of the morning, instead of returning to his
The hopeless Milesians now censur might render her country, and her fa rushed to thè old man’s prison. His
’ Pro1»« Court to be 3
art! he gazes upon them—he is lost in labor, he hastened through the whole ed their governor for his want of vigil
ther. As she spoke, a joyous brillian daughter was the first to dash the jrons
County, on the seconds
admiration! and turning to Praxiteles city, in hopes of meeting her ; and, ance, which they asserted was the
cy awoke in the eyes of her lover. from her father ; she embraced him £
"
'** clock in 2
with an air of grace, and juvenile free from that moment, there was for him cause of the invasion by the Barbari
'Y they have, »hy9id^
“ Away with your fears;” cried he with she announced the happy tidings and
dom, “ Father,” cried he, give me the no reposei—no more study; half finished ans, and the death of Sophronimus, animation : “ I have in my humble cabin imprinted kisses on his eyes as often as
I, and why said ¡¡C£oi^
chisel, and teach me to become as great statues were seen crowded in the back who had been unjustifiably banished.
a work that may be as acceptable to the she pronounced the name of her lover®
as thou art.” Praxiteles stared at the part of his workshop. Apollo, Diana, or They passed from murmur to revolt— goddess as to your citizens. To you I Recovering, Aristaeus called upon his
lt.20NAS CLARK, ft
;eo. thacher,!^ boy astonished at the fire of enthusiasm Jupiter, no longer troubled Sophronim they rushed to the house of Aristaeus,
surrender it; but I/demand of you, deliverer, he cast himself into his arms
which kindled in his eyes, and embra us. With the image of Euphony eternal and forced an entry ; Neither the tears, that you do not look at it, until it stands —he bathed him in tears—“My friend,’^
cing him with affection, “ yes,” said he, ly before him, he passed his life in the nor cries of Euphony could save her in the temple of Miletus.” The daugh cried he, “ I have been a bitter enemy,
i given to the heirs of W
“remain with me; I will now be your crowd, in the public places, on the father ; he was seized—he was loaded
ter of Aristaeus consented & Sophroni but Euphony must absolve me.” With
iate of Berwick, mthe(aj
master, but my hope shall be, that you promenade.—When he could not catch with chains—he was thrust into a dun mus then related to her the manner in these words he joined the hands of the
» deceased, and all o£ht3{
may soon be mine.”
a glimpse of her, he would return home, geon—and they resolved that he should which he had been saved from ship lovers. The people, delighted shouted
1 Pfescott has present^
The young Greek abdde with the ar to devise means how he should do it not come fourth again until the statue wreck, with pothing but his utensils of applause round the happy pair, while
of the Court of Probate, k
an instrument purport^
tist, grateful and happy in his profes on his next sally.
they themselves turned to the temple,
of Venus was replaced. Euphony, in sculpture.
ment of said Mark Hill fe
sion. He soon perceived the developeto swear eternal fidelity at the feet of
At length his reputation, his perse despair, determined to go in person to
Fie had found in his desart island, the statue, a lasting witness of the beau**
Monday of May next is»
ment of that sublime talent with which verance, his address, gained him admit Athens, to Corinth, or to Thebes, to
ereof, at a Probate Courti I
nature had endowed him ! so that at tance to the mansion of Aristaeus. He find some artist that might deliver her water, and fruits and marble. Here, ty and affection of Euphony.
ik, in said county,
eighteen he had produced specimens of communed deeply with Euphony, and father. She immediately took meas secluded in the little Cabin which he
esent and shew cause,ifanji
hould not be proved, i
his skill, which even Praxiteles would fle grew deeper in love. Yet how ures to soften his confinement; a faith had erected, he had laboured at that
RAIN.
twill and testament oh!
have acknowledged. But unhappily ; should he dare to speak to her ? how ful slave would minister to all his magnificent work, which was yet to be> In MontrealHEAVY
on the evening of the 24tH
the
salvation
of
Aristaeus.
“
Come
”
just at this period, Praxiteles died, and i should a mere sculptor, without fortune, wants. Relieved or; this head, she et nit. there was the heaviest fad of rain that
nd at Kennebunk this tw
he bequeathed a considerable sum to i without parents, pretend to one of the quipped her vessd, loaded it with said he, “ Come and see the place? has beep experienced in that city for some
year of our Lord eight«)
where
I
have
lived
and
thought
of
you.
”
years. The neighborhood of the Creek pre
his favorite pupil. Sopronimus was in i first families in the city ? Every thing, treasure, and took her departure.
She followed, and with him entered his sented on-the following morning a seen- of
JONAS CUI'
consolable ; to remain in Thebes grew even his delicacy, kept him silent.
The first.days of her voyage were
'he greatest confusion—some of the inhabi
tedious to him; he quitted his native Euphony was so wealthy, that a poor delightful—the very heavens seemed to thatched cottage. On every side the tants being compelled to use canoes and
name
of
Euphony
was
written
on
the
home, and employed the munificence man would never be able to obtain her. protect her. Suddenly a dreadful tem
boAts in passing from house tr house. The
walls—on every side the figure of So water rose several feet higher than it had
f the State oj\]k
of his benefactor in travelling over the Sophronimus knew all this ; he knew he pest drove her
from its course,
and
ìai»y„
-CCimtrii’'’ of Greece’. A's
was lost
declared Lhnseif; ‘
he' and forced the prior ied seek refuge on phronimus was, associated with her everyone
that the inhabitants ofnouses in the vieir.ity
own.
“
Pardon
me,
”
exclaimed
the
with him to every place he visited, that must
j
either declare himself or die. He! an unknown shore» Scarce had he
its banks or on a level with them had in
sculpture, “ if alone in this desart isle, of
love of the beautiful, and that thirst for wrote
i
the middle of the night, to take refuge in
her.—This letter, so tender, soJ done so, when the storm subsided ;
I have dared to give utterance to the the upper stories of their buildings..
information, which had been the pas- submissive,
<
so respectful, was confided sunshine returned again, and Euphony,
No. EIGHT
sion of his infancy, every day brought ,to a slave of Aristaeus, to whom So tempted by the beauty of the moment, sentiments of my heart. I have not
THAT SMOKE.
fresh additions to his knowledge, and phronimus had given as a bribe all disembarked, to repose for a while been sorry to be an exile.”—-These TheCHIMNIES
following method, it is said in a laté
;
words
brought
tears
into
the
eyes
of
HEME,
every splendid work which he beheld he had amassed from the sale of his from the fatigues of the sea. She was
English publication, affords an effectual cure
was a lesson to his genius. His desire :statues. The faithless villain, instead quickly on shore, and enjoyed a sweet’ the affectionate girl : she gazed upon for the worst chimney that ever smoked.
PI
jf
to please, imparted a polish to his char- of
, delivering it to Euphony, hurried it slumber on a couch of turf; which for: her lover, and grasping his hand— Contract the vent as soon as possible ifter '
“Ah 1” cried she, “ it is not for me.” getting above the mantle piece, then gradu
85000 is m
acter and his intellect; more modest, into the hands of her father.
awhile made her forget all her troub She did not finish, but casting her eye ally widen it four or five feet, then ag-nn
1000 is I
in proportion as he grew more learned
The old man, indignant at the audac les ; her sleep was short.—She arose,
contract it to the usual dimensions, and car
and closely realizing in what he had ity of Sophronimus, abused, for the first and finding that her slaves slept also,’ on a veiled statue which stood on some- rying it up to the top. It is said that experi
500 is I
’
thing
resembling
an
altar
—
“
Come,
ence in Edinburg has tested it satisfactorily«,
failed, as he always pondered upon time, the privilege which his office con she had no wish to disturb them.
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what he had acquired, at twenty years ferred upon him. He became his ac Communing with her sorrows^ she haste we,” exclaimed she, “ haste we
380 is I
of age, Sophronimus became the most cuser before the council, suspecting sauntered along the water side ; and, on our return to my slaves ; they shall
A bill has been introduced into the Legis
100 is 1
accomplished and most amiable of men. Sophronimus guilty of a crime, and he eager to survey the inhabitable place, bear this inestimable treasure, which I lature of Louisiana, which proposes to allow
am
not
to
behold,
but
in
the
temple
of
50 is 1
Resolved to establish himself in some was banished from the city. The un she bounded over the rocks, which lay
a pension to Thomas Jefferson, and to his
Miletus. You shall go with me ; and heirs forever in a direct descending linens a
considerable city, he determined upon happy youth was waiting, tremblingly as protecting the interior of the isle
10 is 11
be the event what it will, we shall part proof of the consideration and gratitude in
Miletus, a Greek colony, upon the coast waiting, from day to day, an answer by from the incursion of the waves.
5 is 11
no more.” The transported Theban spired by the important services rendered by
of
Ionia. He purchased a humble the hands of the slave. He received
,ottery are formed by
dared to inprint a kiss on the hand of him to his country.
She
saw
a
delicious
vally,
traced
by
dwelling, a few blocks of marble, and the command to quit Miletus. He
tions that can be madeoij! ■
his mistress, which awakened nothing
two
little
rivulets,
and
shadowed
by
made sculpture the business of his life. doubted not but the offended Euphony
Master Dixon a lad from the south, hag
,o 4 inclusive.—To detf |
like anger—they took the path by the been arrested, and is to be put on trial io.
trees
in
luxurient
foliage.
She
stood
rawing, 42 numbers, fel ■
Reputation, which is often times so slow had herself solicited this vengeance.
river,
and
were
soon
joined
by
the
Connecticut, for giving “ readings and reci
•ally be deposited in a«
to follow true merit, was not long deni “ I have deserved my fate,” exclaimed still to gaze on this beautiful landscape.
slaves and Seamen, who alarmed at the tations.” Had he stolen a hat and a pair of
There will be 20 ticketsk!
ed to Sophronimus. His works were he, “ but I cannot repent that I have de Nature was then in the most beautiful
absence of their lady, had scoured the boots, they could have done no worse.
ion, three of the drawappreciated, and his talents soon be served it. Ye Gods! make her happy, of her spring time; every tree was
■■...
Noah's Mv.
0, and 3780 but one j,
whole island in search of her. She Peter the Great made
flowered,
water
drops,
which
the
past
a law in 1772, thafi
came the subject of general conversa and gather around my head all the
t ticket having theisMw
ordered them to bear the veiled statue if any nobleman beat orili treated his slaves,,
1 be entitled to SioMl
tion.—The young artist, never permit evils that may threaten her welfare.” shower had left, were hanging at the
with great care to the ship. They he should be looked upon as insane, and a
extremity
of
every
blossom
;
and
the
ind 6th, to
I
ting himself to become intoxicated with Without indulging in a murmur on the
obeyed. But Sophronimus quitted not guardian should be appointed to take care of
sun,
scattering
his
rays
amongst
them,
the 1st, ad, and 4W;
his eulogiums, redoubled his every ef rigor of his judges, he turned in sadness
person and estate This great monarch,
sprinkled the branches with a thousand his cabin without thanking, in tears, the his
I 6th, each
:
once struck his gardener, who being a man
fort to deserve them. Calm, and seclu to the port, and threw himself qn board
1—ist, 3d, and
!
precious gems. The butterfly rejoic rustic divinities who had watched over of great sensibility, took to his bed and died,
ded in his work-shop, he devoted the a Cretan vessel»
th—2d, 3d, & jth,^ J
ing in the return of such glorious weath him in his asylum. He placed all his in a few days. Peter, hearing of this, ex
4th, and 6th, will WJJj
whole day to his labor, while the study
Meanwhile, the father of Euphony er began to wanton about the cowslips, tools on the alter which the statue had claimed with tears in his eyes ** Alas ! I
tth, and 5th-—ist,
of Homer, refreshed his evenings. thought it his duty to conceal from his
occupied, and consecrated thbm to Pan ; | have civilized my own subjects—I have cond, jth, and 6th-*W''
Such
profitable
delight elevated his child the true motive that had caused and worlds of bees were murmuring
iquered other natioFs—yet I have not been
-3d, (th, and 6th-aW
then, affectionately kissing the threshsoul, and furnished for his genius the the banishment of Sophronimus. Eu amongst the leaves, afraid to touch the hbld of his door, “ I will return,” cried able to civilize or conquer myself.”
each $200.
best lessons of his art. Satisfied with phony had begun to suspect his affec flowers, for fear of moistening their he, I will die here, if 1 cannot live for■ On a certain day Louis XIV. attended
le drawn numbers, w :
drawn numbers wl J
the day that had passed, and fully pre tion she had read in the eyes of the transparent wings.—The nightingale, Euphony.” With this farewell, they■ church and was much astonished to find only
tickets having tbejtb,. |
pared for the morrow, he would thank Theban all that she had not dared to and the linnet, recovered from their embarked, and directed their course; one of his court present. He demanded the
fright, made their warblings echo again,
ch be 850.
the gods, and go to his pillow.
read in his letters. She dropped some while their tender mates dreaming of for Miletus.—Happily for Euphony, reason of the major of the guards. “ Sire,”
umbers, will be prizes« ;
replied the officer, ‘61 had given it out that
This happiness could not last. That tears to the memory of a man, who had
r combination any J ;
nothing but love fluttered about the the voyage was not long, for she wished your Majesty would not attend divine service
enemy
which
gan
deprive
even
virtue
become unhappy because he had loved
prizes of Sj. Theb ;
the artist should deliver her father, be this morning. I was happy in you having aa
e not either of (he M
of its repose, would not suffer Sophron her; but Euphony was very young, foliage, seizing in their bills, the re fore there was an avowal of her affec opportunity of knowing for yourself those
freshened
grass
for
sustenance
;
and
1 shall have draw» *
imus to remain in peace. Euphony, and she soon forgot it; and her father]I when they found a single stem that was tions. Had it been long, perhaps he who come hither to pay their devotions to
an inferior one. P«
God, and those who come only to pay their
daughter of Aristaeus, governor of Mile now grown tranquil, was planning the
would have been rewarded with this court to your majesty.”
tus, came with her father to visit the marriage of his daughter, when an ex dry and inflexible, full of joy they
would sweep away to their half formed avowal before he deserved it. But the
statuary of the young Theban. Eupho traordinary event spread consternation
Virtues of Salt,—The following extraordi“
nests. Euphony gazed with admira prudence of Euphony the respect of nary
ny surpassed all the beauties of Ionia ; through Miletus.
fact has lately come to our knowledge.
Sophronimus,
and
above
all,
a
favora

tion
on
this
spectacle,
and
sighed
as
ie oftickets willjustify11
and her soul was even more beautiful
The pirates of Leonnas had surpris she gazed. She descended into the ble wind, enabled the lovers to arrive A planter in this vicinity had been for some
years afflicted with a wen on his neck, which
than her countenance, tier father, the ed a section of the city ; before the in
die’above
§
in the same condition as when they grew so large as to be very inconvenient and
valley,
and
crossing
the
meadoW*
de

most'wealthy of the Milesians, had de habitants could arm themselves, the
distressing. After trying a number of rem
left the desert isle.
.umbers,
voted himself exclusively to the educa barbarians pillages the Temple of Ve scried a little cabin, buried in the
edies, he was advised by one of his neighbors
iBooli-orejbva»
The name of Sophronimus spread to wash it two or three times with strong salt
tion of his chikL It cost him no pains nus, and even tore the statue of the branches of the green walnuts. A
•lass, signed ny ai,y,
thicket
hid
the
entrance
from
her
view.
gladness through all Miletus. Those water (water in which salt had been dissolv
call and exchange
to guide her to the love of virtue ; and Goddess from its pedestal. This statue
ed). He did so, and to his great relief and
,ost paW) enc,S Ul
his immense wealth afforded her every was the Palladium of the island, and She stood and listened to the murmur who esteemed and respected him, as comfort, the wen gradually decreased in size«,
of
a
stream
which
was
winding
at
her
sembled,
and
determined
that
there
opportunity for accomplishment. She on its possession being the happiness
and. finally disappeared,—Raleigh Register»
was sixteen, possessed of a discrimina of the Milesians.'—The terrified people feet. Suddenly the music of a lyre was no necessity of an examination of
ting mind, a kind heart and a beautiful sent ambassadors to Delphos, to con mingled -with its gentle swell ; she was the statue by the citizens, & that it should il A wise man.” says Dean Swift, “ wbo>
assist with his connsseis, a great r?aa
person. She thought like Plato, and sult the oracle of Apollo... The sybil breathless ; a voice at once chaste and immediately be borne to the temple, to^doesnot
with his protection,
a rich man with bis b j ■
melodious,
chaunted
as
follows
:
—
undergo
its
trial
on
the
alter
of
Venus.
‘
;ent of Justin*
she sung like Orpheus.
replied, that Miletus would not be in
ty and charity, and a poor man witn h
They
accordingly
repaired
to
the
con

For
a
moment
’
s
fault,
I
’
ve
dearly
paid,
Sophronimus, as he gazed upon her, safety until a new statue of Venus,
bor, are perfect nuisances in a co?
fficeI
experienced a singular feeling; an emo- beautiful as the Goddess herself, should' When I thought my vows would win the goal ; secrated place, which was filled by an wealth.”

)( Sanford in L’11 '«S»»

. quality of an orphan boy, left to make my further to amend-the Judicial System of the
way in the world as I might.
United States,” were on motion of Mr. Web
Mr. Holmes said he did not consider him ster, of Mass, referred to the Committee bh
maxs
self
answerable
for
any
thing
which
appearNINETEENTH CONGRESS......... FIRST SESSION.
the Judiciary.
, ed in the newspapers of what he said here.
MISSION TO PANAMA.
NEW-YORK, aprtt 1» '
He did not know why the gentleman should
1 he House went into a Committee of the
At Lie commencement of the IGnl i'
SENATE.
take up the paper and suppose it had given a Whole on the report of the Committee of Academy last fall, a sudden and unfort^
SATURDAY, APRIL 15.
correct report of what he said, when it did not
Mr. Randolph’s motion to change the rule profess to report what he said. If the gen Foreign Relations, on the message of the quarrel took place between two oi tl
President of the United States in relation to the students and a young man a f-D-ee c!>
which
gives
to
the
President
of
the
Senate
OS«
tleman would look at the paper again, he
one of the neighboring towns, aiid whom" °f
the appointment of all committees, was would see that it did not purport to give the the Mission to Panama. .
nosity had brought there to witness t£ a
agreed to, by a vote of 40 yeas to 2 nays. words used by him.—The gentleman from
cises of the day. In the heat of the
The motion in relation to the Journal of the Virginia was in his seat, said Mr. H. when I
_
TUESDAY, APRIL 18.
dirked
Mraffe,
Messrs. Thompson, of Penn. Garnsey of latter,was
Senate, was7 adopted by a vote of 34 to 7. made use of the remark referred to in the
Washington
city, by
andyoumr
shelly
The Judiciary bill was passed, and returned newspaper. [Mr. R. said he was not, or he N. Y. and Ingham, of Penn, severally ad
KITCHEN GARDEN.
to the House of Representatives, for their should have heard it.] He was in his seat, I dressed the Committee of the whole on the the wounds. Tayloe was arrested ?} -of
LETTUCE.
concurrence in the amendment changing the think, said Mr. H. as he replied to a part of state of the Union, on the Panama Mission, dieted by the Grand jury for manslaS*
the two former gentlemen being in favor of On Thursday last, his trial came on a“ye,''
It should be sowed, as eaj^y as it can be ra■ arrangement of the several circuits. The
the remarks wlpch I thenmade, and that it the Mission, and the last gentleman against son, and occupied the court for three
ked into the ground,.for it cannot be injured. vote on the final passage stood—yeas 31, nays
was
which
produced
an
explanation
of
what
by early frosts.
8. The Senate concurred in the resolution I did mean. Mr. H. said he never thought it it. Mr. Buchanan then offered an amend 1 he jury, late on Saturday night, brousrh?'
111
fixing the day of adjournment on the 22d of necessary to recur to newspapers.—He recol ment, which was accepted by Mr.M’Lane,as a verdict of guilty, but recommended
radishes,
.
Should be sowed iii drills^, eight inches May next, so that the present session will ex lected what he said, which was, that he was a .modification to his amendment. Some brief don on condition that he leave this J?'*
discussion took place on a motion that the Counsel for the people, Wilkeson, R; >
apart, tlie last week in March. The beds pire on that day.
pleased that the proposition came from the
Attorney and Jordan-for the prisoner
MONDAY, A^RlL 17.
should be made of horse manure fresh from
ä
quarter it did ; for
he had understood ands ed, on another motion to discharge the Com tarns, Oakley, and Butler.
‘
Mr. Randolph rose, and said, I rise to ask belieyed.it was from the personal friend of
the stables, well nnitched with good garden
mould. Often lod,en the soil about them ipr an explanation. In my iifewspaper of this i the Vice President. These were his expres mittee from the further consideration of the
resolutions. The last question, on which the
NEW-BRUNSWICK, N.J. APRTt IO ' I
morning, in a report of the proceedings of sions.
while growing, and keep the weeds out.
BORING FOR WATER
9*
and noes were taken, was negatived by
Saturday last, I find this statement :
-■ ONIONS.
.Mr. Randolph replied—if the gentleman ayes
“ And, that the conduct of the Chair might disavows the words, 1 have nothing more to a vote of 79 to 108. A very general disposi
For some time past Mr. Levi Disbrow i
They should be sowed about the 28th of
lal
April, in drills sixteen inches apart, made “ not be impugned by the procedure Mr.. say. If he denies thé words, there is an end tion to put an end to the discussion prevailed, had a set of hands employed on the
there is no doubt, if the amendment of Mr. John IL Bostwick, opposite tin's ciu'
very shallow, not exceeding half an inch in “ Holmes took occasion to express his satis- of it. And, sir, while the gentleman was and
Mr. Buchanan had not been offered, that the boring for water. On Thui-sday last J,1,
1
“
faction
that
the
motion
had
proceeded
from
depth’ and
lightlyJ 1VUCVU
lengthwise
of the
-*M'* raked
4 U.IXVVt. in
*14 H~14VJ
>V 1 O V V/£
VllV I ,
*
.
1 i’ •
* 1
C
1
TV
speaking I was absent—I went out while the
7
A the ’Vice
U? gentleman .was speaking. Let me observe, debate would have been brought to a termin the workmen had got down to the dènti, <
beds having been well worked i Y” intimate
personal friend of
drills. The
.......................
President, which itself would contradict that I certainly must kinderstaud the evidence ation this day. It is understood, however, from 240 to 250 feet, the water rose
with thoroughly rotted manure, at least five
the surface and now discharges at the “L
inches deep, they will be up very uniformly “ the presumption, that any conduct of that of my own senses, and what I heard or did not that the question will be taken tomorrow.
oftwo gallons a minute, one foot above h !
“ officer had induced the proposition.”
in about fourteen days.
hear, as well as the. gentleman from Maine
_
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL
19.
Meaning, I presume, my motion to rescind could do for me.—This is a further speci
ground ; and one gallon and a half, at the di
'. Hoe them as soon as they are just up suffi
1
he
Panama
Question
was
again
debated.
tance of two feet and the quantity of wate h
ciently to be hped carefully without injury. the late rules, and to reinstate the former men of the gentlemen’s care of others who do
increasing as the workmen preieed
—Let them be hoed six or seven times du ones. I certainly, sir, offered the resolution not aspire to his good offices. I did say before,
THURSDAY, APRIL 20.
the fourth instance of thè
ring the season. The tops will fall about the in no such character neither have I appeared that what I said ^^oJTered in no offensive
The
House
of
Representatives
spent
the
of
Mr. Disbrowinthis neighborhood, a»,«?
10th of zlugust, but they will continue to in the character, at ajiy time, of the personal spirit to the gentleman from Maine. I shall
day
in
debate
on
the
Panama
Mission.
It
is
ly
establishes
his opinion tfiat a lar?è1®
grow until the first week in September. friend or enemy Wf any gentleman of this :pot say that again . If once I make an overture intimated that the final question would be
of water may be obtained by boring a S
They must not be pulled until the tops be floor, with one exception—as the personal 'of that kind, Sc it is repelled, I shall not renew
takep on the 21st Inst.
;
cient depth, whether the situation be elei;
come dry : being biennial, onions never pro friend of one gentleman. I do not think it it.
I go further, sir ; I suffer no man toplay
ted or otherwise.
ie'anecessary, sir, to_say any thing more in refer- ;fast and loose w ith me If the gentleman had
duce seed until the second year.
FRIDAY, APRIL 21.
Onions should always be sowed on the ence to that matter, than that I have no (disavowed his words, that was another affair ;
In committee of the whole, the Panama
same beds ; for experience has demonstrated doubt that the gentleman from Maine had Ibut, if that gentleman qnce plays loose with
FASTPORT, APRIL 15
that the crops become better after being grounds that seemed very good to him, for jme, he shall never play fast again with me, Question was-further discussed. Mr. M’. PASSAMAQUODT BARE.
t
raisqd on the same beds for many years in the allegation that he has been pleased to that
I can assure him. The gentleman’s ex Lane’s resolution, as amended, was finally re
Jtls with regret we state that the Bank ir
make—grounds satisfactory to him. I could pression
¡
succession.
of “ understanding'” and “ believ jected.-—Yeas 61—Nays 133.
The Committee then rose and reported the this place stopped payment on Monday last
goon, and say very handsome things, but ing.
j
”
and
all
that,
has,
at
this
time
of
day,
a
parsnips.
bill, and the House ordered it to be engrossed It is well known that the great nrosneritw
time as well as propriety requires me only to
They should be sowed about the 28th of say that which is necessary—that the gentle very awkward Sound in my ear. There is and read a third time tomorrow, Yeas, 133 the neighboring British Province, the. L».
more
of
caution
and
circumlocution
than
last years, has essentially benefitted the trade
April, but Dr. U. Gregory prefers the last man from Maine never had from me any auNays 61.
week in March, and selects a dry sandy or thorjtytomake any such declaration, in re comports with that gentleman, in matters of
Mr. Webster then moved that when the of this place. We derived from our inter!
assertion,
who
talks
of
a
understanding
”
and
loamy bed, which will admit of the earliest ference to myself, nor ih reference to any oth
House adjourn it adjourn to meet on Monday. course with that province the means of reculture. He says parsnips become poisonous er gentleman whatever. I go for the fact, sir “ believing” that one man stands in such a He said, that after three weeks close atten mittmg to Boston m Bills of Exchange on
relation
to
another.
I
say,
unhesitatingly,
in damp ground. They should be sowed in —I am a matter-of-fact man—I said express
tion to business, it was desirable to have one London and Liverpool. The Bank had rei drills, 20 inches apart, and three fourths of ly that, as I cast no imputations, so would I that I shall trust the notes of the note-taker, day; to breathe the fresh air—Ayes 79, Noes lied in a great measure upon the continued
in
a
question
of
that
sort,
sooner
than
the
prosperity of the British trade in
air inch deep, and raked in lengthwise of the make no disclaimers.
memory of the gentleman from Maine. It is 101. The House then adjourned.
drills. The beds should be previously well
its business. The late prostration of trade
I don’t'think it necessary at all to stafe my a liberty which the. gentleman from Maine
and confidence in London, and more narticn.
worked and manured, and afterwards fre motives for action on this floor ; and I shall
MISSION
TO
PANAMA.
never
had
any
right
to
claim,
by
any
sort
of
lady
as it affected the Bank in Liverpoolquently hoed, which is all the care required. not state them, now oral any time ; and not
1 he Alexandria Gazette of Saturday men the protesting of a large amount of Exchange’
relation
subsisting
between
us.
I wish it to be
BEETS AND CARROTS.
stating them myself, I cannot consent that so distinctly understood, and 1 rise here to no tions that among the amendments offered to
ana the want of this source of remittance in
They should be sowed about the 28th of they shall be stated for me by another, with
tice it, because I am determined that it shall the bill on Friday, was. one by Mr. Saunders
April, in drills three fourths of an inch deep, 'whom, however much it may be desired, I be so understood. Why. did not some of my of N*. Carolina, to reduce the item of $9000 future, were facts known to the public, and
had
the effect of destroying almost all confi
and twenty inches apart, if carrots are in am on no such footing of intimacy, or even of bosom friends undertake to make friendships for Mr. Anderson’s outfit to $4500.
dence m the Bank. The natural conse
drills bqt sixteen inches apart and half an acquaintance, as to justify that other in stating and enmities forme ? They know me better.
M r. S. argued that the transfer of this gen
inch deep, it is about as well. The-ground my motives for me, or in describing the rela I have only one favor to ask of the gentleman tleman irom one mission to another being quence was a demand of specie beyond its,
prepared and the seed raked in as for on tions in which it is his pleasure that I shall from Maine—that, in pursuing the line of temporary, his outfit ought not to be as great ability to meet, and a failure was not to be
averted.
ions.
;
stand towards any individual, however hum his duty here, he will permit me to pursue as that of a minister originally appointed.
We understand that the concerns of the
ble
or
exalted.
I he details having been examined and Bank will be closed as early as the nature of
GARDEN PEAS.
tfie line of mine, without impinging upon my
I
here
state
another
fact
:
I
wish
my
words
They should be planted abbut the 28th of
course—for there is not a member in this settled, Mr. McDuffie moved to amend the the business will allow ; .and as soon as can
April, in drills by pairs, six inches apart, so to be taken, now and always, such as they body whom I have less disposition to touch, j| bill by striking out the enacting clause, and be with due regard to the interests of the
are,
and
for
no
more;
my
motives
will
be
that one row of bushes may serve for the
in any way, than the gentleman from Maine. |i entertained the Committee for about an hour public and of the institution an exposition of
Íiair of drills. Tiñere should then be four judged by my acts. I think 1 know the use
I he greater p$rt of this; day was passed h* i! and an half with the most vulgar and person its debts due from the Bank and its means of
of
my
tools,
and
1
will
not
consent
that
the
al declaration that ever, until the examples of
eet space, from centre to centre, between
the
consideration of executive business.
will be made. We understand, al
Mr. Randolph, disgraced a grave, deliberative payment
the pairs of drills. The drills should be. scalpel shall go beyond the very mark that I
so that the fate of a large amount of Ex
have
made.
In
nine
cases
out
of
ten,
I
judge
body.
Amongst other out-pourings of his change, Drafts, &c. is yet unknown.
half an inch deep, and the seed yaked in
TUESDAY APRIL 18.
not by what a map says, not by his mere
lengthwise of the drills.
characteristic littleness, he saxl that the
The bill to alter thr R.ne of'Jiddmg the Presiden t of the United States had communi
They should be hoed once, then bushed,|I words, but by the tone, the voice, the lock,
other circumstances ; the mere words terms of the Supreme QouitbnheU. States cated to the House a set of musty documents,
T
„
,
BANGOR, APRIL 19.
and hoed once after being bushed. From [and
■;
Lost from on board Schooner Hannah and
• are of subordinate consideration. I rise only from the first Monday in February to the strung^ together like a bunch of onions ; and,
this time, merely pull out the weeds.
fea^rey> ORver Couillard, son of
to say, that I came forward under no such second Monday in January, annually, wa&or- to a vcioe of thunder, he exclavfiu'd, ‘‘ I never ™
garden beans.
dered to be engrossed 4 third, reedhw;.
skulk
SAYING what I tkiik.” True ;Mc. Oliver Qomllard of Frankfort .as ■cd 19
Should be planted about the middle of !i character as that which has been gratuitous
after the Hannah & Jane had
—he rever skulks from saying.—But,——.
May, half an inch deep in rows. The rows "; ly imputed to me—and why ? I reserve to
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19.
enough of it. When he had finished his ti within White Head, on her passage fX
for bush beans should be three feet apart, myself the formation of my own friendships
Boston,
-via
Wells, to this place, the deceasi he Committee on Roads, and Canals re
with the hills in a row two’ and a half feet and my own enmities, and I trust that no gen ported favourably of Roads from the Penob rade, Mr. W ebster, who came in for his share iwThlhh11S‘br°tbieir’ Was enSaK€cl unhook
tleman
will
undertake
to
create
for
me
either
of
abuse
rose
and
replied.
W
e
need
net
say
from each other. The rows for pole beans
scot River to that of St.Johns and from Ken
ing the boom-tackle, when he slipped and
should be four feet apart, and the hills in a the one or the other. In saying this, I can ' nebec River to some point in the Canada that he gave the gentleman an ample, but a fell over board. 1 he wind was fresaandthe
pay with the utmost truth, that Imean.noth decent castigation. Mi;. McDuffie rejoined,
row three feet from each other.
Line
m
a
direction
to
Quebec
—
and
of
a
sur

boat was ofl deck. The vessel was iminediThey should be hoed three times before ing personally offensive to the gentleman vey of KennebecRivts* with a vjew of im in a manner which proved that the castiga ately brought too, but both cables parted.
from
Maine.
I
could
say,
if
it
were
necessa

tion
had
not
been
wasted
upon
him.
Mr
the flowering time ; but must never be hoed
ry—-but why is. it necessary
have we got proving its navigation—a survey to ascertain Forsyth followed in a brief speech, favorable Dangerous ledges being directly under their
when wet with dew or rain.
to this that no man can act here—can submit the practicability of uniting’, ’by a Canal, the to Mr- McDuffie’s motion ; and Mr. Living lee, and very near them, those on board were
MELONS. CUCUMBERS, AND SQUASHES.
a.motion without prefacing it or larding it Merrymeetmg with Casco Bay—and a sur ston replied to him, for the purpose of cor thrown into the most perilous situation, and
They should be planted about the middle with periphrastical disclaimers* of this bad vey also of the Highlands between the navi recting a misrepresentation of what he had expected nothing better for themselves than
of May; cucumbers for picking may be motive, or that bad motive? Can we carry gable waters of Androscoggin and Connecti said on a former occasion.
to be wrecked on the rocks to which they
planted the middle of June. The hills may be on the machine of Government by no other cut Rivers.
i^t dnvmg. Thus situated the men
three or four feet apart. The ground should way than by this fulsome adulation? If I
The following is the concluding paragraph on board found it to be impossible forthem to
be as well prepared as for onions. And they make a motion, let the motion speak for itrender
any assistance to their unfortunate
THURSDAY,.APRIL 20.
must be hoed three times .before the time ; self. If I utter an argument, let the argu . rhe consideration of Mr. Branch’s resolu of some judicious strictures in the National shipmate who was swimming after the vessel.
Gazette
on
the
conduct
of
the
Vice
Presi

fo ■ the vines to run. Afterwards pull out the ment speak. If I declare political hostility tion, (relative to the appointment of minis
dent in permitting Mr. Randolph to occupy At length, exhausted with continued efforts,
weeds.
he sank, in view of his brother, his compan
to any man on this floor, it may be ' said—not ters in the recess of the Senate) was resumed,
In this part of the country a situation in thé very words of Tacitus—as Latin.seems and Mr. Harper, Mr. Tazewell, and Mr’ the time of the Senate in useless harrangues : ionsand the passengers—Among whom were
“ We have before us a letter from Wash Mr. Samuel B. Morrill, and his lady, of this
should be selected for cucumbers, which to be the very stumbling block of all our edi Chandler, spoke in favour of it and Mr. Lloyd
ington, in which the six hours farrago, of town.—1 he schooner-was driven or rather
will be shaded from eleven o’clock in the tors, from Maine to Florida, I will therefore against it.
Wednesday last, is described. It was"com guided by an unseen Hand, through a nar
forenoon until three o’clock.in the afternoon, give it in English—“ they who are false in
pounded of course obloquy, paltry anecdotes, row pass, among the ledges into a safe har
and where they are exposed to the sun the their friendships, do not feign in their enmi
FRIDAY, APRIL 21.
rest of the day.
ties.” However much I might desire the , The bills yesterday ordered to a third read indelicate allusions, Latin and French quota bor, without sustaining any essential injury.
tions, &c. The Secretary of the Treasury
were passed and sent to the House.
CABBAGES.
friendship of the presiding officer of this ing
1
Gazette.
They should be transplanted into the beds Hou^e, that relation never has subsisted be The bill authorising a subscription for stock, was called a “ white washed Federalist
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
sneered
at
as
a
where they are to grow about the 20th of tween that gentleman and myself, personally on the part of the U.S. in the Louisville and
MASSACHUSETTS CLAIM.
the memory of Dr. Rush
May, they having been sowed in. a small or politically. I say so to take away that Portland Canal Company, was passed to a “school master
assailed; Mr. Newton of Virginia of the
The correspondent ,of the Providence
bed for plants about a month previous. The which does not belong to him any more than third reading.
House of Representatives, branded as a re American writes from Washington as folground ought to be well mellowed and ma to me. The presiding officer of the Hohse
nured, before they are transplanted.
might not choose to have thislhingput on that: HOUSE 6F REPRESENTATIVES. creant, &c. The hope was expresed that the lows :--« This subject is still under discis
climate of Panama would give a good ac sion. I have seen and heard enough to con
They should be hoed in the morning, when footing. When I say this do I declare any
SATURDAY, APRIL 15. ’
count of those. \Vho should be sent thither
the dew is on, once each week, until they personal or political.hospitality to him ? Notvince me that it cannot, even at this day, be
1
he
bill
from
the
Senate,
to
equalize
the
begin to head.
at all. We may at last become so extreme■ duties on Colombian vessels, &c. was report- ‘ although a person coming from Philadelphia considered without reference to political feelought
to
be
yellow
fever
proof.
The
ora

They must not be pulled up until there is ly astute and diplomatic, as never to see the: ed without amendment, and ordered to be
tor, or actor, recited a dialogue between him >ngs, and that the same principles of settle
danger of their freezing too fast in the ground object before our noses ; because we are■ engrossed.
self and his negro; read a letter from a per ment which were applied to simik/r claims
to be got up. If there happens an early looking under it, or over it, or beyond it to»
ADJOURNMENT OF CONGRESS.
son,
whom he wopld not name, detailing the will not be applied to this. It has little
snow, it will not injure them. When they discovèr som’e ulterior or latent meaning. If
The House then resumed the unfinished manner & circumstances of Mr. Adams’ con chance of being granted as a matter ofright,
are removed from the garden, they should I had heard the words of the gentleman from business of yesterday. Mr. Wright, of Ohio,
and still less as a matter offavourP
be set out again in a trench dug in the cellar. Maine—as no man on earth has any authority,; addressed the House at some length, in op version to the republican party ; and denoun
The same writer states that “ Mr. Ran
ced Mr. Giles with the harshest epithets,
If the cellar is pretty cool, it will be the bet to create for me friendships or enmities»*—I position to adjourn
J 5th. May. Amon** though he professed to renlv to his statements dolph is about to embark for Ear ohe.” Suc
ter.
Burlington Gazette.
should have noticed them, and I presume other things which he said was opposed to
that they must have been spoken while I had so early an adjournme>>, v. as the fact, that concerning the President’s'conduct’ and mo cess attend him !
tives. A correspondent who was not Res
Rost. Gaz.
stepped out of the Senate.
there were on the table of the House, by es
mg GARDEN FLEA.
during the two first hours of the speech
Befóte
I
set down, permit me to add, in ii- timation, 176 bills, and that these, 8c various ent
but
listened
to
it
for
four
horn
’
s
until
the
con

This is a small fly that eats cabbages, and
PIRACY AND SLAVE TRADE.
other plants, while they are in seed leaf. I; lustration of this subject, an anecdote which reports, presented an aggregate of upwards clusion, assures us that he could not have
The Captain of the schooner Alert, which
They are nearly black. Some call them I heard lately : A gentleman, remarkable of two hundred different subjects to be acted positively known from all that he heard, what
for the beauty and splendor ¿'of his domain on.
snowfleas. A correspondent informs us
was the subject properly before the House arrived at Portsmouth a few days since from
establishment, was given to understand,
A motion to
lay the resolution
on the
table An elderly and very respectable gentleman Martinico, informs that a short time before
that if after the seeds are sown, the ground and
by one of the friends of the King, (then Re- ha'viñgbeen
rejeíted^
” '., Nays
89-and
be covered with straw and then the straw set erentithat it would nothpdUno-w^hiATH hk ~
exclaimed
on quitting the lobby—“Alas his arrival at Porto Rico, a French slave ship
___ Id
,/;*ys oy—anti
gent) that
not be disagreeable to his a motion to postpone
the consideration of it what has become of the dignity of the Sen arrived there from Africa, with a cargo of
on fire the flea will not injure the plants as
Majesty
to
pay
a
visit
to
the
seat
of
that
gen

to Tuesday, having nUo been negatived, «7 to ate I” This exclamation may and will be re slaves, which the master sold to thé planters
they come up.
Ban. Gaz..
tleman,-and examine his fine grounds, and 77, the question was then decided in favor of
for notes payable at a future day.—No sus
peated throughout the United States.’>
fine
pictures,
and
all
the
rarities
of
that
un

the 22d Mayy Ayes W3, Noes 49. Several in
Remarkable (if not unprallele d} increase
picion arose against the officers or crew, unique
and
sumptuous
establishment
;
to
which
cidental motions to lay the resolution on the
in this State.—-Three sheep, owned by Mr.
In the Senate of the U. S. on Thursday, td after waiting some time, they were indu
James Philbrick, of Rye, have brought him the other very drily replied, that he was an table, to commit it, &c. having been negativ Mr. Barton gave a most unpleasant account ced tor the sake of cash, to offer the notes at
English
gentleman,
and
claimed
the
privi

eighteen lambs, within one year ! that is each lege, as such, of inviting his own company to ed hy decided majorities.
of the public agents in Missouri—within the 50 per cent discount. This created a suspi
The question was then taken on the pas last seven years years according to his state cion that all was not right. The master fiof the sheep brought three ' lambs last year,
his
own
house.
I,
said
Mr.
R.,
claim
the
sage of the Resolution, and was decided as ment, they have plundered the Government na“Y
in April ; and this year in March, one
his Rotes at a discount, for a draft
of the sheep brought three lambs—another, privilege of forming my own friendships and follows r—Yeas, 149, Nays 29.
on at.
St. 1 nomas,
homas, where he went with tlie ship
of more than half a million of dollarsenmities,
and
shall
not
consent
to
their
being
So the House passed the the Resolution, in
and presented
draft, «and
was iniormetl
informed
two—and the other four,—making eighteen
irC'l
1'*—
'"7W his
“u was
formed by any one else. I will not agree the following form :
-that
WAllld Ko
nnirl in a
~ few
£___ 1.hours. TIn the
<1 _
-that it
it would
be paid
within
the course of
wiuimuie
ot twelve months.—The!
1 he
n™ fooU w.oi ni.».
• A
Y
A
negro,
convicted
at
Charleston
of
arson,
same sheep yielded him twenty-four Ihs. of friendXn To
°1B thV
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep
mean time (notice of foul play having been
was
condemned
to
be
hung
on
the
14th
April
■wool (unwashed) at one shearing, i. e. eight
L SWn T’ desirable it resentatives of the United States of America
received from Porto Rico) a Danish' Sloop
lbs.
each on
on an
an everage.-i
everaee —Port?
Tr^
might
, or that
rela in Congress assembled, That the President of between the hours of 10 and 2. On arriving of war got under way and took possession of
ms. eacn
oits. Journ.
tIon
ot be
€ni?ity
to aihe shall
otherplace
* man,me in do?s
at
the
gajlows,
there
was
no
one
to
perform
the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of the office of executioner. The Sheriff had the ship. The officers and crew were ar
j not stand in that relation towards me. As
During the late freshet at Lawrenceburg, regards friendship, I have perhaps my pe Representatives, do close the present session refused to act, and the High Constable, + v rested, and on investigation it was found that
of Congress, by an adjournment of thea re
tne former officers of the ship had been all
Indiana, two. Amazons ducked a man in the culiar opinions—
,•
spective Houses on the 22d dav of May whom the Court had assigned the duty, like murdered by the crew on th eqpassage from
river for whipping bis wife. They had to
wise
refused.
When
the
hour
of
two
arri

“ Friendship like Love, is but a Name,
next.
J
plunge him under three times before he
the convict was taken back to jail. We Africa, excepting the second mate, whom
Unless to one you stint the flame,
This Resolution having been concurred in ved,
would promise to behave better.
know
not, says the Charleston Courier, what tliey preserved, until they arrived in sight of
The child who many fathers share,
by the Senate has beconne a law, and cannot
further
proceedings are to take place.—The * orto Rico, when they murdered him, chose
Has selöüm felt a father’s care :
be revoked without the assem of both Houses.
Bull !—At a small house ih the vicinity
life
of
the
culprit is of course safe but some new officers, went boldly on shore, and con
’Ti§ thus with Friendship—who depend
of Dublin, is the folio vying sign:—“Asses
remedy should be devised, if none exists ducted as above stated. The crew, consist
On many, rarely find a friend.”
ing of 17 persons, were to be executed at
, MONDAY, APRIL 17.
mill; every morning warm from the cow.”
! Of the truth of this sir, I can-^peak in my ‘ The Senate’s amendments to the “ bill against the recurrence of such a mockery of Martinique, soon after Captain Clark left.
justice.
'
¡Salem Rtg-
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TO OUR PATRONS.
From the repeated solicitations of many of
icur patrons, we this week present the Ken
*-e<lby vmJ’’J'WSl
' Citv.
s
& nebunk Gazette with an increased number
of columns, and an additional quantity of mat
ter. When we first commenced the publica
tion of this paper under the title of the
i Weekly Visiter it was printed on a common
demy sheet, and contained about half the
quantity of matter that it now does ; we then
set the price at one dollar and fifty cents per
year. About the year 1821 we enlarged its
size, but did not enhance the price, except,
mV?unswick w
r as a forfeiture to those who did not pay in the
course of the year, at which price it was our
,me past Mr t A1 A ’1 intention to have continued it, provided we
‘aixis emplo'yeii
found it could so be afforded.—But from dear
bought experience, we find it impossible to
«»ass
defray the expense attending its publication
7,‘eet> the wat« le% at that price.
J‘d™w discharge *4
At the time we commenced its publication
,a minute, on/?tatM
jStaSi? we could purchase the paper it was then
printed on for two dollars agid twenty-five
cents per ream, we are now charged for pa
per of its present size, four dollars per ream
—making the work and expense of publica
^obtained bvL^4 tion nearly double what it then was.
We would therefore ask our patrons,
e'M whether there is one among them, who will
Ì not cheerfully acquiesce in paying the addi.
I'ASTP0Kt, aprila J tional sum we fine] it necessary to charge to
gret
I save us
d° not ^e^eve we
5ped payment
W ^iave a single subscriber, who would wish us
that the $vr.eaLr0Il^'M to put our paper at a price, by which we
British Pravince°?'’l should lose by its sale, which it is a positive

malady* Returned with augmented violence,
to which the King yielded, and laid down his
life on the 10th, at 6-in the evening.
“ At the departure of the courier, the Prin
cess Isabella Maria acted as Regent.
“ Lisbon was quite tranquil.
“We are enabled to state, that the lega
tion of his Majesty the King of Portugal has
not despatched a courier to the Infant Don
Miguel, who is at Vienna, to announce the
illness of the King, his father, as a journal of
this day asserts.
“ It was not by the telegraph, as the Jour
nal des Debates says, but by a courier sent to
the Portuguese Embassy, that the news of
the late King’s illness was received.
“ John VI. King of Portugal, Emperor of
Brazil, was born May 13th, 1767. From 1792
he governed in the character of Regent, in
the name of the Queen, his mother, who was
affected with mental alienation. He suc
ceeded her in 1817, and was crowned at Rio
de Janeiro, to which place he had retired on
the invasion of Portugal by Bonaparte, who,
in the hojie of seizing his person, lost no time
in proclaiming that the house of Braganza
had ceased to reign. John VI. while still but
Prince of Brazil, married in 1790 the Infan
ta Charlotte Joachima, daughter of Kimr
Charles IV. ef Spain.
“ The Infanta Isabella Maria, who now
acts as Regent is the fourth daughter of John
VI. She was born July 4,1801.
DREADFUL SHIPWRECK.
PORTSMOUTH,(E.) MARCH 16.
His Majesty’s ship Blonde, which arrived
here yesterday, fell in with, on the 7th hist,
in lat. 44 43 N. Ion. 31 57 W. the Frances
Mary, of 39fi tons, Kendal, master, of and
from New Brunswick, bound to Liverpool,
timber laden, (being her first voyage,) wa
ter logged and a perfect wreck rtook off the
master, his wife, three seamen and one fe
male passenger, out of a crew of 17. On the
1st of February the Frances Mary experien
ced a most tremendous gale of wind from
the W. N. W. during which she carried
away her foremast, the sea made a complete
breach over her, washed four seamen off the
deck, boats, &c. &c.—For twenty-two days,
in this horrible condition, the unfortunate
survivors supported their wretched exis
tence, by actually feeding on the dead bodies
of those who died <3n the wreck, when they
were providentially fallen in with, and res
cued from their horrid state, by his Majes
ty’s ship Blonde. From her commander,
Lord Byron, and his officers, they received
the utmost possible sympathy, and every
thing was afforded for their comfort and ac
commodation by his lordship, whose conduct •
towards them, the Captain says, no language,
on his part, is sufficient to express; for, had
they remained a few hours longer they must
inevitably have perished, having been
brought on board in a complete state of ex
haustion.”
■

The province of Pernambuco has suffered
much for the two last seasons on account of
the drought, scarce any rains have they had
and should another season pass over without
them, the countr^would be wretched indeed.
Many have died in the interior from actual
starvation. Hundreds are daily flocking in
JETAS just received a large supto the sea ports begging with the most de
.
ply the above mentioned
sponding looks, the smallest pittance.
articles, which he will sell at reThe produce of the country was very high;
J||p|[ duced prices for Cash or credit.
there has not been one third of a crop of su
ALSO, by Packet,
gar this season.—White was selling at 2,400
per arrobe, brown 1,800.
150
Bottlesof Lemon Syrup,
Hides at 16 to 67 6rs. per lb.
Exchange on England 31 pence per 10000 of prime quality, warranted pure, at a low
price.
rees ; on the United States, none.
Baker’s No. 1 CHOCOLATE, fresh.
Should the coming season prove as unfavor
April o.().
able as the two last, the province will be de
serted by most of the American and English
residents there*
REMOVAL.

Medicines, Paints, tyc

FROM HALIFAX.
By an arrival at this port from Halifax, in
telligence was received at Merchant’s Hall
that the Bristol Packet, from New-York, had
arrived there.—The Russian Minister who
had embarked on board her, on his return to
Europe, died two days after leaving NewYork, and was buried at Halifax with milita
ry honors.
Bost. Gaz.

DANIEL K. HATCH,

New Goods.

OS. G. MOODY offers for sale a new*
assortment of GROCERIES, Fisher’s
Hoes, Am?s’'pUin and back strapped war^
ranted SHOVELS. Likewise, ladies’ col*
ored and black Satin SHOES, strapped,,
Slippers and walking Shoes of J. Sc M. Var- ,
ney’s manufacture warranted of first quality*
all of which will be sold cheap for CASH.
. April 22..

J

American Calicoes.

& Kingsbury have for sale a
large assortment of American'Cahcoes^
some very handsome patterns
—ALSO—
A quantity of COTTON CARDS.
Apnl 20.
ord

L

James IL. Ross3

"gJAS removed to Kelley’s Brick Store, op*
J.JL posite the Meeting House, formerly
occupied by Maj. Barnabas Palmer, where he
has for sale a general assortment of
English, W. India and American In the old Phoenix Builditig, over the Post

Office......KENNEB UNK.

The work on the vessels on the stocks in on the most favorable terms.
all the ship-yards at Montreal has been stop
Kennebunk, .April *8, 1826.
ped, in consequence of the embarrassed state
of trade, to the serious injury of the mechan
ic and laboring part of the population.

JOHN LILLIE,

GENTforthe New England Crown
A letter from a member of Congress to
Glass Manufactory, in Boston.
the editors of the Baltimore American, in
forms them that C apt. Fmcb Wtil sail from
OFFERS FOR SALE,
New-York, in the Lexington sloop of war,
WINDOW GLASS of all sizes, of first
in fifteen days, for the coast of Brazil. A thickness and first quality; he will furnish
frigate and another sloop are to be sent as Glass at the lowest manufactory prices and on
soon as they can be got ready.
the same terms, free of expense to the pur
chaser.
The Glass Manufactured by this
Company is of the greatest repute, and has
given universal satisfaction.
Purchasers are invited to call and examine
quality and prices.—Glass of any size furnish
ed at short notice.
April a».

A

ESPECTFULLY informs his frie d?,
and the public generally, that he has
just returned from New-York, where he has
.obtained the latest Fashion’s, and Systems
used in the art of Cutting, whereby he is en
abled to cut garments out of less cloth than
generally used, and for elegance of fit can
not be surpassed in this State.
For the information of his friends andcusiomers he begs leave to insert the following
certificate.
1» J. NoBLEj now of New-York, teacher
of my art of cutting to fit the human frame*
do hereby certify and declare that I have
taught James L. Ross my art of cutting all
kinds of garments, and the aforesaid James
L. Ross has given me full satisfaction as to
bis proficiency in the aforesaid art of cutting*
-and as such I recommend him to all.
JOHN NOBLE.
Arevu-York, April 1st, 1826.
Furthermore I have made arrangements
with Mr. Ross, to supply him with Fashions
aid Systems every three months or as often
as they arrive from London, and ate approv
ed of in New York.
JOHN NOBLE. •
J. L. ROSS, returns his sincere thanks to
his customers for the liberal encouragement
afforded him in his business, and solicits a
continuance of the same. All orders comanVedtohis charge will be executed with
care, and with as much punctuality as the
nature of his business will admit.
JAMES L. ROSS.
Kennebunk, April 21, 1826.

fact we should do, by continuing it at its pres
cnt low Price’ beinS cheaper than any pa4________
t
per
of its size now published. The additional
charge to each subscriber, individually, is trifling, while to us, in from seven to eight hun' ’ subscribers
’■ ----- —~
In Virginia, Lieut. E. G. W. Butler, of the
dred
it is of ----vast=-------importance.
rl»
SAB AT about 4 years
U. S. Army, to Miss Frances Parke Lewis.
ihnlt < f white Oak, - aWe have conversed with many of our patIn New Hampton, N. H. by Henry Y.
bout 95 tons ; has an entire new
rons on the subject of its alteration, and find
Simpson, Esq. Master Wheeler Spiller, aged
suit of sails, is new sheathed, ev15, to Miss Sally Goss, aged 50.
them generally anxious for it, and perfectly
?y vay i.i good repair for a voyage ; would
In
Westbrook,
Mr.
John
Graqt,
aged
64
willing to pay the additional charge—We
be sold at a very low price. Anplv-to
shall therefore in future publish a paper sim
SAMUEL CURTIS
Wells, April 20 1826
ilar in size to the one this day presented, con
taining instead of sixteen, twenty columns of
matter, and assure our patrons that we shall
and that the concenisod use our best efforts to procure the latest for
espectfully gives Notice to the
used as early as the
. eign and domestic news, and shall spare no
LATEST FROM FRANCE.
inhabit ai ts of Kennebunk aud its vi
Paris papers to the 14th March have been
pains in selecting such matter as will edify,
n allow;, and as soon
cinity, that he has taken the store formerlv
jard to the interests o!q amuse and instruct our readers.
received at New-York,by the ship Don Quixotte, from Havre. The following are the
occupied by Eben’r Curtis, near the bridge,
le institution an exposit® |
After the first of June next, or with the
only paragraphs of interest which they furn
om the Bank and its mear
where he is now opening and intends keep
commencement
of
the
seventeenth
volume,
ish.
e made. We understand,; 1
DIED—-In Kennebunk-Port, 15th instant, ing constantly for sale, at the lowest Cash
In the Chamber of Deputies, the law on John Hovey, Esq. aged 87 years.—Miss prices,
J of a large amount oil! the price of this paper will be enhanced to
occ. is yet unkno’M 1 two dollars per year.—But to those who pay the indemnity of the Colonists is under dis Harriet Perkins, aged 19 years, after a English, American and W. I
AS just received an additional assort
in the course of the first six months a deduc cussion. Some speeches have been made long and distressing sickness, which she bore
ment of Miscellaneous, School and
Goods and Groceries,
against
the
course
pursued
by
the
King,
in
with
Christian
resignation.
BANGOR, APRILS tion of twenty-five cents will be made. This
Classical
which
it
is
insisted
that
he
has
exceeded
his
In York, Nathaniel Sargent, Esq. aged 83.
ioard Schooner Hannah!
OF THE FIRST QUALITY.
’ powers in ceding territory without the advice
In Saco, Louisa, daughter of Rev. Jonathan
;rey, Oliver CouillaiissJ additional charge isbarely sufficient to save us
Among his articles received are
I
and
consent
of
his
ministers.
It
has
likewise
*
from
loss.
Cogswell,
aged
9
veafs.
,
v
¡Hard of Frankfordw
I been
it fey contrary to the prin
BroadcUihii, Cassimeres,. Cotfcn and Silk Paper Hangings, Stationary and
e Hannah & Jane haij |
We therefore, confidently relying on the ciples of monarchy, to yield up a rebellious
Hdkf’s.
Head, on her passage
Fancy Articles.
good feelings and generosity of our subscri colony while the kingdom was able to fight.
Sewing Silk, Twist, Cotton Thread,
Us, to this place, the
All of which will be disposed of on the
Shirtings, Sheeting^ Ginghams, Satinetts,
ther, was engaged in* bers, submit to their future patronage and to The deliberations appear to have elicited
strong expressions on both sides, and to have
most reasonable terms.
Bleached Shirtings, Bedtickings,
ickie, whenThe slipped I the support of a generous community, the brought up eveny point of the subject partic
April 22
Cotton Yarns of a superior quality.
1 he wind was fresiiai1 ( Kennebunk Gazette in its present form.
ularly into view.
—ALSO—
'k. The vessel was inn
In the Chamber of Peers on the 12th of SHIP
SKEW’S Cognac and French BRANDY ;
too, but both cables p®:
March, M.. de Chateaubriand offered an aSt. Croix RUM of a superior quality ;
es being directly underlL i
LATEST FROM ENGLAND.
mendment to the articles, having for its ob
N.Eng.
do.
do.
do.
GENERAL assortment of
:ar them, those on board« j
London dates tofhe 20th March and Liver ject the prohibition of the slave trade in the
most perilous situation, § I pool to the 22d, have been received at Phila sea ports of the Levant. The amendment
Holland and Arrlerican GIN ;
Meaders best Knapt and Felt
KEjWEBUJCK,
APRIL
29.
I
Hats, constantly for sale by
ig better for themselvrt I delphia, by the British ship Marmion. The was supported by the mover and M. Laine
Madeira and other WINES ;
on the rocks to wliicjy KING of PORTUGAL DIED on the 9th of with great force and energy, and they were
Box and Cask RAISINS;
k
LORD & KINGSBURY.
ENTERED.
ig. Thus situated thefi March.—The King of England had been ill ; replied to by the Keeper of the Seals. The
H April 15.
Loaf, Havana, and New- Orleans SUGARS;
April
21
—
Brig
Fame,
Foss,
Boston,
t to be impossible forS the reports of his illness had an effect ón the amendment was fhen adopted by a vote of 85
Hyson and Souchong TEAS ;
22—Sch. Heroine, Clark, do.
si stance to their unfprtaj funds, and on the 16th of March his physi to 64. The discussion excited great interest
To Charier O; Emerson, Esq. one of the Justi
25— Brig Brutus, Emery, from Trinidad, Rice, Chocolate, Candles, Figs,
'as swimming after the I cians began to publish daily bulletins : after in the Chamber.
Lemons & Oranges, Pepper & Allspice, &c.
ces of the Peace within andfor the Countvd
in
ballast.
Left,
April
1,
sch.
Packet,
of
usted with continued ,efe I this he grew worse, but the bulletin of the
The affairs of Greecq present a more and Hampden, Hopkins, for Norfolk, in 4 days.
COTTON of a superior quality.
York.
■
r of his brother, his co« 20th March, the last received, says, “ his ma more favourable aspect every day ; their
1
Case
of
Knapt
HATS.
27—-Sch. Betsey, of Wells, Varrell, Porto
O/rE the subscribers, proprietors of the
;engers—Among whom«] jesty is convalescent.39—Every thing was qui success is confirmed by letters from‘all quar Rico, with Sugar and Molasses to Nahum
Jv
Cotton Factory, within the town
A C. SMITH, would observe that his ar
lorrill, and his lady, oft et at St. Petersburg at the last accounts. The ters.
Morril, Esq.—Ar. Brig Beluga, Nason, from
iiooner wss driven or rf - Duke of Wellington arrived there on the 3d Accounts from Rome state that the Govern Ponce, in Porto Rico, with Sugar and Molas tides are generally of the first quality, which of York, in said county, request you to call a
he will exchange for Cash or most kinds of meeting of the proprietors of said Factory, to
¡seen Hand, through a h March, and delivered the “ condolence and ment of Napoli de Romania has declared to ses-to Hugh McCulloch, Esq. '
Country Produce, at the lowest cash prices . meet at the store of Solomon Brooks, Esq. in
j the ledges into a safe H felicitations” of the King of England to the Mr. Stratford Canning, that the Greeks will
CLEARED.
and as it is his intention to sell principally for York, on Monday the first day of May next,
taining any essential injE \ Emperor of Russia.—-Letters from Holland accept no propositions from the Ministers of
April 25—Sloop Mary, Perkins, Boston.
ready pay, he is determined to sell at a small at one of the clock in the afternoon : Then
GazA s of the 14th state that funds were advancing the Porte, that are not based on the absolute
26— Schr. Heroine, Donnell, do.
profit.
and there
and that there was a general improvement in independence of Greece.
27——Brig Leo, Morrill, St. Vincent.-—Brig
trade.—The frigate Blonde, Lord Byron,
Kennebunk, April 22, 1826.
The city of Prevesa has been laid waste Missionary, Lord, New Orleans^
1 st. To choose a Moderator to govern said
HUSETTS CLAIM, t from the Sandwich Islands, whither she con by an earthquake.
meeting.
MEMORANDA.
►undent >of the P.rovtaj veyed the dead bodies of the King ahd Queen
It is said that the Pacha of Egypt has. re
ad. To choose a Clerk, Treasurer, and
Portland, April 21,—Ar. sch. Flavel,
?s from Washington as H of those islands had arrived at Portsmouth.— fused the Porte to undertake another expe- Strout,
Trustees, and all other officers, that may then
22 days from Aquin, (St. Domingo.)
i
Boston Gaz.
abject is still under d'w The London stockjobbers, as might be ex dition.
Left, brig Rover, Annis, of Wells, from Wil
and there be judged necessary for the Man
pected, were making the best possible bse of
REENOUGH & BODWELL, have agement of the Corporation.
m and heard enough to
mington, just ar.
received an additional stock of
cannot, even at this day, q the death of the King of Portugal and of the
LATEST FROM INDIA.
3d. To see if the Company will agree to,
Saco, April 21,—Ar. sch. Adno, Leavitt,
)ut reference topolitically illness of George the 4th.
Calcutta papers to the 21st December from Richmond; sloop Two Sisters, Farris,
and vote to sell the two Factory buildings
te same principles of sttih Extract of a letter dated Liverpool March 20. have been received here. The conferences R. Island; 24th, sch. Hiram, Murch, New
in which the machinery was placed, the work
The sales of cotton in the course of last between the British and Ava Commissioners York; sch. Rebecca, Gaines, do. via. Boston.
e applied to similar clfi
shop and blacksmith’s shop, belonging to the
week
were
13,850
bales,
of
which
2000,
chief

lied* to this. It Iwf
on the subject of accommodation began on —Sailed, 23d, sch. Columbia, L. Benson, N.
Company, with all the tools and machinery,
ly
Upland,
were
taken
on
speculation,
and
(ranted as a matter oft$:
fhe 30th September and continued five days, York; sloop Lucinda, Crosby, Orleans; sch. Which they offer for sale on good terms.
apparatus and moveable articles belonging to
1000,
chiefly
Brazil,
for
export;
our
import
April
22.
1 matter offavour!' ¡j
vith no other result than an agreement for Prudence, Crosby, Vineyard.
said company.
ter states that “ M*. . was only 1700 bags, but notwithstanding the m exchange of prisoners (including the
New York, April 21—Ajr.
Abigail,
4th. To pass any other vote or votes that
market closed flatly, and sales were made at American Missionaries) and an extension of Sawyer^ Saco—Sailed, new brig of War,
embark for
shall then and there be thought necessary,
a decline again of l-8d, we cannot therefore the Armistice to the 2d November.
America,
of
600
tons,
and
to
carry
22
guns,
! 1 quote Uplands at more than 7 l-8d to 7 5-8d
and for the benefit of said company.
for Vera Cruz. She was built in New York’
** Bost. Gaz.
CASKS of NEW LIME for
per lb.
SOLOMON BROOKS,
in
the
most
superior
and
costly
manndr,
and
sale at Goff’s Mill Tannery (so
21st—Our cotton market to-day has been
RUFUS M’INTIRE, by his Atwill
be
offered
for
sale
to
the
Mexican
govern

called) near Kennebunk Landing.
FROM PERNAMBUCO.
ND SLAVE TRADK j very quiet and scarcely maintained, notwith
torney Alex. M’Intire.
ment. 24th, cleared, Fame, Lewis, N. Or
WANTED,
standing the wind continues so as to keep out ■ The brig Adriana has arrived at Philadel
WILLIAM M INTIRE, by his
—
fthe schooner AW, w our supplies. The large public sales of to-, phia in 27 days from Pernambuco. She leans.
Any quantity of Oak and Hemlock BARK,
Attorney Alex. M’Intire.
louthafèwdayssinciijH
The Clarissa, of this port, at Edgartown,
bacco yesterday and to-day have gone off at brings a report that a Brazilian frigate was
DANIEL BROOKS,
is that a short time WL great reduction from the previous nominal lost in the late action, having been run ashore. has been libelled, with her cargo, for salvage’ for which Cash will at all times be given.
D. W. LORD, & Co.
thomas savage,
•to Rico, a French sW price, in some instances as much as 30 or 40 The following memoranda appeared in the and her cargo is in the Custom House store.
Capt. Piper sick on shore.
Kennebunk-port, April 22, 1826.
THEODORE WILSON,
m Africa, with a cm; per cent.-lower.
Gazette of that city :—
master sold to tiré #
COTTON CHASE,
The Emperor left . Rio de Janeiro, the 3d
KING OF ENGLAND.
Ar. at Wilmington, previous to 12th, schrs.
at a future day.—X°SKi'
JOSIAH CHASE,
-Bulletin.—Kinjfs Lodge, Windsor Park, of r ebruary, convoyed by a powerful force of
1st the officers or crew March 16.—The King has been for the last his own, & a French frigate that volunteered Camden, New-York; John Rodman,Eliza
JOHN ¿EDGLEY,
iome time, they were*'
on the occasion. He was accompanied by the beth city. In port, 9th, Cadmus, detained
NATHANIEL WEBBER,
haker s wooden WAKEof vari
ff cash, to offer the no p three weeks under the influence of gout ; but Empress, their eldest daughter, and the Vis for want of men; Eliza, Bunker, of Saco
For ELISHA WHIDDEN,
ous kinds constantly for sale by the sub
nt. This created asuspi, on Monday last his Majesty had also fever, countess de Santo$M The Emperor thinks just discharged.
scriber.—Such as
SOLOMON BROOKS;
I he Moses, of Saco, 29 days from N. York
not right. The mas y with symptoms of inflammation* The king perhaps to gain the affections of the. Bahians
March 30, 1826.
„
Woollen and Linen Wheels,
:esatadisCTMt>g. Ws bled on Monday, and again on Tuesday by doingjust as he does at home. He left an' ar. at Curracoa, March 24.
Pursuant to the foregoing petition or request,
vnth much relief. His Majesty had less fe I infant as Reg^t during his absence. He
Dry Measures, Tubs, Churns, Noggins,
Adv. at New-Orleans, 27th ult. brigs Tri
here he went with t o
hereby notify the proprietors of the York
Pails, Baskets, Selves, Brooms, Brushes,
s draft, and was 1® ver yesterday, and has still less to-day.
l had appointed a minister to meet the Con ton, Florida and Mexico, for Liverpool.
[Signed by fiis physicians.]
Cotton Factory, to meet at the time and place
Boxes, Chaise and Sleigh Whips,
At Havana, 5th inst. York, Lord, of this
>aid in a few hours. M:
gress
of
Panama
to
support
the
principles
of
DEATH OF THE KING OF PORTUand fbr the purposes named in the said reLinen Thread, &c. &c.
European Legitimacy and the Holy Alli ]3oLt, for Amsterdam, unc.—Ketch George,
C of foul play haJ
quest.
T
GAL.
A
B. PALMER.
)rto Rico) a Danish *
ance. it is needless to remark that his Ma Stone, for Boston, loading.
London, March 20.—The Etoile dated jesty shews a contempt of publicd^nion quite
April 22.
York, April 4, 1826.
At Jacmel, 29th ult. brigs Octavia, Emery,
way and took posse*; .,
yesterday, whiqh we have received this worthy of the stock from whicbUhe sprung. from Saco, disg.—Ospray, Miller, of Kenne
CHARLES 0. EMERSON,
fficers and crew
estigationit^<it morning by express, announces the death of Fie wasnlso expected at Pernambuco, and bunk, for Gibralter, m 4 days.
Justice of the Peace.
the King of Portugal, intelligence of which considerable preparations were consequently
At Havre, 16th ult. ship Mordecai, Libbey,
sof the. ship
reached Paris by a telegraphic despatch.— made fbr his reception ; a jpalace had been of Saco, from Charleston.
ND a fair price will be paid by the sub
crew on theTas/whoÇ' 1 he following are extracts :
At Ponce, Porto Rico, 29th ult. Richmond
fitted up, &c.
scriber for one hundred bushels good
the second mate,
’ On. the 4th instant, his Majesty was at
He continued pressing for the service most Packet, Emery, Boston, 30 days ; Sally, from
country CORN. A general assortment of HE person who has for some time past
tacked with an apoplectic fit together with :severely ; daily, indeed you might say hour Wells, just ar.
had the first volume of Worcester’s
GOODS for sale as usual, for which all
epilepsy. On the 5th. and 6th his malady in- :ly, lots of miserable looking wretches were
VESSELS SPOKEN.
Sketches, from the Kennebunk Circulating
kindsol
country
Produce
will
be
taken
in
creased to such a degree as to create the seen
:
In Crooked Island passage, brig. Gov. Par
passing through the streets of Pernam
Library, is requested to return it immedi
B. PALMER.
greatest alarm for his life.
. Ibuco, flanked by Negro Soldiers, (loaded with ris, Fernaid, of Saco, from Aux" Cayes, for payment.
A fter the crisis of the 6th his Majesty ex- 1heavy irons) destined for the army : these, Alexandria.
N. B —B. P. again reminds those who ! atelyt or call and take the other volume and
pay for the set.
perienced no new attack till the 9th, when his 1were the Emperors’ volunteers.
iv u, owe him that theh’ dues nrust be paid.
8th inst. lat. 37 34, Ion. 72 24, brig Floyd
JAMES K. REMJCH.
'■ I April 22.
II „
from Boston, for Havanh,
Kwebunk, April 21,1S26,
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TBE WREATH,

COMPLAINTS OF THE POOR.
BY ROBERT SOUTHEY.

And wherefore do the poor complain ?
The rich man ask’d of me :
Come, walk abroad with me, said I,
And I will answer thee.
’Twas evening, and the frozen streets
Were cheerless to behold,
And we were wrapt and coated well,
But yet we felt the cold.
We met an old bare headed man,
His locks wdre few and white;
I ask’d him what he did abroad,
In that cold winter night.

’Twas bitter keen, indeed, he said,
But at home no fire had he ;
And therefore had he come abroad*
To ask for charity.

We met a young bare-footed child,
And she begg’d loud and bold;
I ask’d her what she did abroad,
vVhen the wind it blew so cold,
She said her father was at home,
And he lay sick in bed ;
And, therefore, was it she was sent
Abroad to beg for bread.

We saw a wqman sitting down
Upon a stone to rest ;
.She had a baby at her back,
Another at her Breast;

Task’d her why she loitered there,
When the wind it was so chill;
She turn’d her head and bade the child,
That scream’d behind, be still.
She told us that her husband serv’d
A soldier far away ;
And, therefore to her parish, she
Was begging back her way.

We met a girl, her dress was loose,
And sunken was her eye ;
Who with the wanton’s hollow voice,
Address’d the passers by.
■.

I ask’d her what there was in guilt,
That could her heart allure
To shame, disease, and late remorse,
She answer’d she was poor.
I turn’d me to the rich man then,
For silently stood he;
You ask’d me why the poor complain,
And these have answered thee.
A FAREWELL.
My early love ! and must we part;
Yes !—other wishes win thee now,
New hopes are springing.™ thy heart,
Now feelings bright’ning o’er thy brow.
And childhood’s light, and childhood’s home,
Are all forgot at pleasure’s call:
Yet cast one thought, in years to come,
On one who loved thee—o’er them all!
When pleasure’s bowl is filled for thee,
And thou hast raised the cup to sip,
I would not that one dream of me
Should chase the. chalice from thy lip.
But should there jningle in the draught
One dream of days that long are o’er,
Then—only then—the pledge be quaffed
To one who ne’er shad taste it more ’

When love and friendship’s holy joys
Within their magic circle bound thee,
And happy hearts and smilmg eyes,,—
As all must wear who are around thee ?
Remember that an eye as bright
Is dimmed—a heart as true is broken,
And turn thee from thy land of light,
To waste on these some little token.

But do not weep!. I could not bear
To stain thy cheek, with sorrow’s trace,
I would not draw one single tear,
For worlds, down that beloved face—
As soon would I, if power were given,
Pluck out the bow from yonder sky,
And free the prisoned floods of heaven,
As call one tear drop to thine eye :
Yet oh, my Love ; I know not why,—
It is a foolish thoughtbut while
Thou offerest to my memory,
The tribute should not be—a smile !
For,: though I would not see thee weep,
The heart, methinks should not be gay.
That would the fast"of feeling keep
To one who loves it—-far away !.

No 1 give me but one single sigh,
Pure as we breathed in happier hours,
When very sighs were winged with joy,
Like gales that have swept over flowers:
That uttering of a fond regret,
That strain my spirit long must pour!
,A thousand dreams may wait us yet,—
Our holiest and our first is o’er 1

VAIETY

would do more admit him.
I am in a fine
predicament,” said he to himself. “Suppose
the master of the garden were now to come
and call me to account, what would become
of me ? I see my only chance of escape is to
fast and half starve myself.” he did so with
great reluctance ; and after suffering hunger
for three days, he with difficulty made his
escape. As soon as he was out of danger,
he took a farewell view of the garden, the
scene of his delight and trouble ; and thus
addressed it; “ Garden! garden ! thou art in
deed charming^ and delightful, thy fruits are
delicious and exquisite ; but of what benefit
art thou to me ? What have I now for all my
labor and cunning ? Am I not as lean as I was
before ?”
It is even so with man. Naked comes he
into the world—naked must he go out of it;
and of all his toils and labour, he. can carry
nothing with him, save the fruits of his
righteousness.

VIRTUE AND VICE.
To assume her semblance, is a tribute
which Vice must often pay to Virtue.
These are popular qualities which the world
looks for, because it is aware, that it may be
sometimes benefitted by their exertions.
Generosity is an excellence, by the apparent
-possession of which, I have known many
worthless characters buoyed up from their
infamy; though with them it was but
thoughtless profusion ; and on the other
hand I havg seen amiable men marked out
by the sneer by the million, from a temper
ance or reservedness of disposition, which
shuns the glare of public and the pleasures
of convivial life, and gives to modesty and
gentle manners the appearance of parsimony
and meanness of spirit.
Were it in the power of an eminent por
trait painter to give a correct and animated
likeness of Virtue, with her attendant beau
ties, Temperance, Chastity, Fortitude, &c.
and on the same honest canvass exhibit the
ghastly and deformed visage of Fzce, with
her accompanying hags, Drunkenness, Lust,
Fear and Misery ; who so blind as not readi
ly to discover the extreme contrast ? Yet
few know the staple value of the one ; few
heed the cruel and deceptive smiles of the
other.
EDUCATION.
It was the custom of the Romans to select
from their slaves the preceptors of their chil
dren. The expression of a philosopher, who
demanded one thousand drachms for the in
struction of a young man, was admirable.
“ It is too much (replied the father) it would
not cost me more to buy a slave.” You are
right, sir ; and by that means you will have
two slaves for your money—your son and the
one you purchase.”

AGRICULTURE.
The soil of every country, and the bring
ing to the utmost perfection its various pro
ductions, are the foundations of all wealth
and prosperity. You might as well hope to
see the human body in active motion
when palsy had reached the heart, or a tree
flourishing after its roots were decayed, as
expect to see manufactures, or art, or indus
try of ^ny description progressive, when ag
riculture has declined.
COMMERCE.
In a country that is fruitful, spacious, pop
ulous, and abounding with seaports, if the
people are industrious, they may draw from
the bosom of the earth immense treasure,
which would be lost by the negligence & sloth
of its inhabitants. By improving the produc
tions of nature by manufactures, the nation
al riches are augmented ; and it is by carry
ing these fruits of industry to other nations,
that a solid commerce is established.
'Fhe steam engine of the colonial steam
vessel African is so constructed, that in case
of defence being required, she can pour a destructivejire of boiling water upon the ene
my .’
Lon. fia.

When the dreams of life have passed
away, what will avail all the agitation
and troubles, if they leave no trace of
utility behind ?
SILENCE.
Silence never shows itself to so great
an advantage, as when it is made the
reply of calumny and defamation ;
provided we give no just occasion for
it.

Sheriff’s Sale.
VnnY «c TJ1AKEN on Execution and to
’ ’ JL
be sold at Public Auction on
Monday tbe first day of May next, at three o’
clock in the afternojn, at the dwelling house
of the subscriber in Alfred, all the right in
equity which Phillip Yeaton of Alfred, in said
county, has to redeem a tract of land with the
buildings thereon, situate in said Alfred, and
bounded by land of John Sayward, Esq. and
Samuel Knight, and is the same on which said
Phillip Yeaton how lives, under the incumberanceofa mortgage to Messrs. Hall & Conant
of Alfred.
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
Alfred, March 30, 1826.

Public Vendue.

APOLOGUE BY THE LEARNED GENEVA.

‘€ The fox,” says he “ once came near a
fine garden, where he beheld lofty trees la
den with fruit that charmed the eye. Such
a beautiful sight, added to his natural greediness^ excited in him the desire of posses
sion He fain would taste the forbidden
fruit, but a high wall stood between him and
the object of his wishes. He went about in
Search of an entrance, and at last; found an
opening in the wall ; but it was too small for
his body. Unable to penetrate he had re
course to his usual cunning. He fasted three
days, and became sufficiently reduced to
crawl through the small aperture. Having
effected an entrance, he carelessly roved
about in thjs delightful region ; making free
with its delightful produce, and feasting on
its most rare and delicious fruit. He staid
for some time, and glutted his appetite;
when a thought struck him that it was possi
ble he might be observed ; and in that case,
he shouldpay dearly for the enjoyed pleas
ures. He therefore retired to the place
where he hacl entered, and attempted to get
out; but to his great consternation he found
his endeavours vain. He had by indulgence
grown so fat and plump, that the same space

ILL be sold at Auction on Thursday, the
fourth day of May next, at eleven
o’clock A. M. on tbe premises, a Farm
at Waterborough corner in the county of
York, consisting of tillage, wood, timber, pas
ture and mowing land, also, five eighths of a
Saw Mill, with a House and Barn situated on
said Farm—Also, one pew in Elder Smith’s
Meeting-house. Terms easy and will be made
knows at the time and place of sale.
ABEEL KELLEY.
April 12, 1826.

W

Tan Yard.
O let, a Tan Yard situated at the village
of Kennebunk-port, containing about
twenty Vats, a good patent Bark Mill,
suitable buildings. The situation is a good
one, and the terms will be very reasonable to
ap enterprising, industrious, and capable young
man.
JASON N. LANGDON.
Kennebunk-port) April s, 1826.
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To the Honorable fustices of the Court of Com
mon Pleas to be begun and holden at Alfred,
witbin and for the County of Yirk, on the
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
second Tuesday ofFebruary in the year ofour
the estate of Katharirife Shapleigh, late
Lord 1826.
of Eliot, in the county of York, widow, de
T § UMBLY shew Dominicus Cutts, Merceased, and all others concerned—That’Ma
chant, Sarah Thornton, Widow, Sam
ry Frost has presented to me the subscriber,
uel Nye, Merchant, and Eunice Nye his
Judge of the Court of Probate, within and for
wife, in her right, all of Saco. Thomas
said county, an instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of said Katharine Cutts of Biddeford, merchant, Dominicus
Shapleigh, and that the second Monday of Scamman of Hollis, yeoman, William Cutts
May next is assigned to take the Probate of Saco, merchant, Tristram Hooper of Saco,
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held merchant, and Elizabeth Hooper his wife, in
at Kennebunk, in said county, when and her right, William Frost of Saco, yeoman,
where they may be present and shew cause, and Mary Frost his wife, in her right, Luther
if any they have, why the same should not D. Livingston of Saco, yeoman, and Sarah F.
be proved, approved and allowed as the Livingston his wife, in her right, James Web
ster of Biddeford, merchant, and Caroline
last will and testament of said deceased.
Given under my hand at York, this fif Webster his wife, in her right, Marianne Cutts
teenth day of April in the year of our Lord of Berwick, singlewoman, Thomas J. Cutts
of Berwick, yeoman, Foxwell C. Cutts of Ber
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
wick, yeoman, and Richard D. Cutts of Ber
JONAS CLARK.
wick, a minor, by his guardian Richard F.
April 22.
Cutts, all in the County of York.
Tha«. they are seized in fee simple and as
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
the estate of Ruth Downs, late of tenants in common of and in the following de
scribed
real estate situate in Saco aforesaid,
Lyman, in the county of York, widow, de

ceased, and all others concerned—Tnat Na viz. a piece of land bounded northwest on
than Douglas has presented to me the sub land of Joseph Dearing and others; northeast
scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, with on the. middle line so called, southwest on
in and for said county, an instrument pur land set off to Nath’l Scam man in the divis
porting to be the last will and testament of ion of Humphrey Scamman’s estate Jan. 18,
Ruth Downs, and that the second Monday A D. 1736 ; and southwest on Saco river,
of May next is assigned to take the Probate containing two hundred acres more or less.
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held Also one other piece of land bounded north
at Kennebun|., in said county, when and west on land above described« northeast on
where they rriayfie present and shew cause the middle line aforesaid, and southeast on
if any they have, why the same should not be lands of John Chase, Tristram Hooper and
proved, approved and allowed as the last will Daniel Chase, and southwest on Saco River
containing eighty acres more or less—the
and testament of said deceased.
Given under my hand at York, this fif whole being the farm whereon Dominicus
teenth day of April in the year of our Lord Scamman late of Saco, deceased, dwelt, that
is to say of the piece of land first described,
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
the said Dominicus Cutts of one undivided
JONAS CLARK.
part in twenty one, the said Sarah Thornton
April 22®f one undivided part in twenty one, the said
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with Samuel Nye, and Eunice Nye in her right of
in andfor ihe County of York, on the twen one undivided part in twenty one, the said
tieth day of March, in the year of our Lord Thomas Cutts of one undivided part in twen
ty one, the said Dominicus Scamman of one
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
]%/f0SES SWEAT, and BENJAMIN undivided part in twenty one, the said Wil
LvJL SWEAT, Executors of the last will liam Cutts of one hundred and eighty ninth
and testament of Moses Sweat, late of Sanford part, the said Tristram and Elizabeth his wife,
in said county, Clerk, deceased, having pre in her right of one hundred and eighty ninth
sented their second account of administration part, the said William Frost and M^ry his
wife, in her right of one hundred and eighty
of the estate of said deceased for allowance.
ORDERED, That the said Executors give ninth part, the said Luther D. Livingston
notice to all persons interested, by causing a and Sarah his wife, in her right of one hun
copy of this order to be published three weeks dred and eighty ninth part, the said James
successively in tbe Kennebunk Gazette, prin Webster and Caroline his wife, in her right of
ted at Kennebunk, that they may appear at a one hundred and eighty ninth part, the said
Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in Marianne Cutts of one hundred and eighty
said County, on the second Monday of May ninth part, the said Thomas J. Cutts of one
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and handled and eighty ninth part, the said Fox
shew cause, if any they have, why the same well C. Cutts of one hundred and eighty ninth
part, and the said Richard D. Cutts of one
should not be allowed.
hundred and eighty ninth part: And of the
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
piece of land last above described, the said
Copy, Attest.
Dominicus Cutts of one fourteenth part, the
GEO. TH ACHER, Reg’r.
said Sarah Thornton of one fourteenth part,
April 15.
the said Samuel Nye and Eunice his wife, in
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, her right of one fourteenth part, the said
within and yr the County of York, on the Thomas Cutts of one fourteenth part, the
twentieth day of March, in the year of our said Dominicus Scamman of one fourteenth
part, the said William Cutts of one hundred
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
AMUEL TtUETON, administrator of and twenty sixth part, he said Tristram
the estate of John Trafton, late of Alfred, Hooper and Elizabeth his», wife, in her right
of one hundred and twenty sixth part, the
in said county, deceased, having presented his
first account of administration of the estate of said William Frost and Mary his wife, in her
said deceased for allowance ; and also a peti right of one hundred and twenty sixth part,
tion for license to sell so much of the real es the said Luther D. Livingston and Saran his
tate of said deceased as may be necessary for wife, in her right of one Hundred and twenty
the payment of his just debts and incidental sixth part, the said James Webster and Caro
line his wife, in her right of one hundred and
charges.
ORDERED, That the said Administrator twenty siKth part, the said Marianne Cutts
give notice to ail persons interested, by caus of one hundred and twenty sixth part the
ing a copy of this order to be published three said Ihomas J. Cutts of one hundred and
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, twenty six h part, the said Foxweil C. Cutts
printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear of one hundred and twenty sixth part, and
at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, the said Richard D. Cutts of one hundred
and twenty sixth part, with Joseph Scamman
in said County, on the second Monday of
May next, at ten of the clock tn the forenoon, and others to your petitioners unknown.
and shew cause, if any they have, why said That they cannot possess, occupy, and im
account should not be allowed, and why said prove the said parts to any advantage, While
the same lay in common and undivided as
license should not be granted.
aforesaid, but wholly lose the profits thereof.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Wneretore they pray that nbtice aiay be issu
Ccpy, Attest,
ed in due form of law and that their said parts
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
may be set off and assigned to them in sev
April 1^.
eralty, and your petitioners shall ever pray.
Dominicus Cutts,
jVT OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the
Sarah Thornton,
-LU estate of Mark Hill, late of Berwick,
Samuel Nye, and
in the county of York, husbandman, deceased,
Eunice Nye,
and all others concerned—That Josiah Pres
Thomas Cutts,
cott has presented to me the subscriber, Judge
Dominicus Scamman,
of the Court of Probate, withm and for said
William Cutts,
county, an instrument purporting to be the last
William Frost, and
will and testament of said Mark Hill deceased,
Mary Frost,
and that the second Monday of May next is
Tristram i;oojper, &
assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a Pro
Elizabeth Hooper,
bate Court then to be held, at Kennebunk, in
Luther D. Livingston,
said county, when and where they may be
& Sarah F. Livingston,
present and shew cause, if any they have, why
James Webster, and
the same should not be proved, approved and
Caroline Webster,
allowed as the last will and testament of said
Marianne Cutts,
deceased.
Thomas j. Cutts,
Given under my hand at Kennebunk this
Foxwell C. Cutts,
twentieth day of March, in the year of our
Richard D, Cutts,
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
by his Guardian
JONAS CLARK.
Richard F. Cutts.
April 15.
By MOSES EMERY, their Attorney.
Copy, Attest,
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
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Eastern Grass Seed.
T ATELY received from Portland.

Grass and CLOVER SEED oh,
rior quality, and for sale at low prices -aT’
on hand a few bushels of superior’?
WHEAT, of the large kernel for saie by£!
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XPECTING to make a new arranZ
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previous to that date- All his
now 1
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April p, 1826.
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Apprentice Wantef

"OU" ANTED as an apprentice to the ft
TV
bring Business, a Boy from fifteen Ï
seventeen years of age, of steady habits •
such an one good encouragement will beZ5 Approved by the
Tr
, ,
o
JOHNFoV
Kennebunk-port, April 7, i8a6.
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inform the merchants and traderdI 'led, That whe
Kennebunk and Kennebunk-port, and tb abitants of a”?
county generally, that
feUnurcba«:, t
Cut and Wrought flails, and me.any tne
Teater number 0
Spikes, Fence Nails, Bolts, Sheathing NA ban are attache!
Hoop Plates, Nail Rods, &c. are consigned» imon use, that
him by the Plympton Manufacturing compam ^wn, be, and are
tn Massachusetts, for the supply of this L udge it exped
a number 0,
et, and will at all times be furnished to trade )oint
?eeding thirty tw
and others who may wish to purchase Mt shall be liable to
cask, at the Boston prices, free of the expe» nd entitled to all
of freight and truckage.
lions, the Act
In addition to his present stock, iieisMrfin addition.
expecting a supply of
[Appr°ved bytb

1OO Casks Nails and Spikes; L ACT to pro
Just
with an assortment of Nail Rods, Sheatlm
Nails, &c. and for the accommodation of4 Sect* L He i
of W;
builders and traders at tbe port it is his inlea
tion to keep a general assortment of each ij' owembled,
‘move from this .
store at that village.
al,deposit with
BARNABAS PALMER. feourts, mtheC
April 15.
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miss
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Commissioned NotiigSI

the subscribers having been appoint^ resentative 01 a
▼▼
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, to receht Peace, to deposi
and examine the claims of creditors to the«, cial Courts, in t
deceased Instici
tate of
JOSHUA BATCHELBEkf^^

late of Sanford, deceased, 1 epresented insoh.| to his hands or j
’
’ * that
* six
’ months are ;shall unreasona
ent, do hereby give
notice
allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove ply With the pr
their claims, and we shall attend that service forfeit and pay
at the store of Timothy Shaw in Sanford, 00 jars, to be reco'
Friday the last day of March instant, andon Court of compe
the fourth Saturday of the five followicg Sect. 2. Ee
months, from one to five o’clock P. M 0! shall be the dut
cial Courts, in
each of said days.
State, torecer
NATH’L BENNET,
) Commis. and papers, wl
NATH’L CHADBOURN. J sioners. | them as aforesi
Sanford. March 27, 1826.
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to be explore
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tity and valu
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I before said (
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missioners, e
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shall judge 1
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1 interest of t
Ct apes ;
- each such p<
Black and colr’d Prest do ;
which the
White & Green Gauze Vails ; Gauze HdkfJ.
agent, after
A handsome assortment Valencia Scarfs;
tracts, with
Imitation Cambric ; Linen Cambric Hdkf’s.
public news
Ladies Superior Black Horse Skin Gloves;
gusta, and B
Gentlemen’s do.; low priced Kid do;;
the sale, ma
Black Silk, Flag, and Bandanna Hdkf’s.;
highest bidd
Trimming Tapes ; Spool Cotton.
so advertise
A great variety of Cords, Gimps, Braids, Gai’
price than v
loons &c.
missioners;
Elegant Gauze and Feather’d Garnitures;
of one third
7-4 and 8-4 Damask Table Linen ;
Agent and
Russian & Birds Eyed Diaper; Pins, Needles?
with sufficif
ble in three
Threads, Tapes, &c. &c.
terest anni
E the subscribers having been appointed
STATE OF MAINE.
«d to make
by the Hoo. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge
ships or tn
York
of the Probate of wills, &c. for the County
of , ss. At the Court of Common Pleas be Brown and Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirting
State shall,
gun
and
held
at
Alfred,
within
and
for
the
very
low
priced
;
lying
York, Commissioners to receive and examine
land sold fc
County
of
York,
on
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second
Tuesday
of
Tickings,
Ginghams,
Checks
and
Stripes;
all the claims of the several creditors to the
thereof un
February,
being
the
fourteenth
day
of
said
Striped Jean ; Warp Yarns;
estate, and how the same are made ou% of
thereon, i
month, A. D 1826.
4-4 and 6-4 Oil cloth ;
.
ASA SWASEY,
Commissio
N the foregoing petition, the Court or Ladies Morocco, Leather, and Denmark Mt“1 •
of his Age
late of Milton, in the State of New-Hampshire,
der, that the petitioners notify the said
Shoes ;
or indirect
deceased, represented insolvent, and having
Joseph Scamman and other persons unknown,
Gentlemen’s Pumps;
any lands f
taken the oath by law required, hereby give to appear at the next term of this Court, to Gilt and Mab°ganV Framed Looking Glasse >
Sect. 2.
notice that six months from the 20th day of be held at,York, within and for said County
all cases w
very handsome.
,
February last, are allowed to said creditors to of York, on the last Tuesday of May next, by
Together with a complete assortment or
ed to sell 1
bring in and prove their claims, and we shall causing an attested copy of the said Petition
5
at the tim<
Groceries,
Crockery,
Hard
attend that service at the dwelling-house of. and this ow£r thereon, to be published in the
payment 0
John Bodweli in Shapleigh, in said county of Kennebunk Gazette three weeks successively,
and suffici.
Hollow Ware.
Yoik, on the third Saturdays of April, May, and by causing the said Joseph Scamman to
residue to
....ALSO....
June, July and August next, from three to five be served wish an attested copy of the same,
stalments,
Sect. 3.
of the clock in the afternoon on each of said the last publication and the said service to be
| shall be th
days.
thirty
days
at
least,
before
said
next
term,
that
and
JOHN BODWELL,
April 15.
. 1 feet; or ca
the said Joseph Scamman and all persons inter
due, and 1
SAMUEL STACY.
ested therein, may then and there shew cause,
manner a;
Shapleigh, March 20th, 1826.
The
Baptist
Magazine
if any they h ve, why ihe prayer of said peti
ditious, ai
TNOR March and April,is received«1
not be granted.
Treasure]
A good assortment of Justice tion should
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
after it is
fi?
ready for delivery to subscribers i h
fCopy» Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Sect.
Blanks for sale at thisOffice.
K. Remich’s Book Store.
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Spring Goods,
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Fresh Goods,

Commissioners’ Notice.
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Gennessee Flour.

